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Learning the system of estates in land and future interests can seem like learning a new language. Scholars and students must master unfamiliar phrases, razor-sharp rules, and arbitrarily complicated structures. Property law is this way not because future interests are a foreign language, but because they are a programming language.

This Article presents Orlando, a programming language for expressing conveyances of future interests, and Littleton, a freely available online interpreter (at https://conveyanc.es) that can diagram the interests created by conveyances and model the consequences of future events. Doing so has three payoffs. First, formalizing future interests helps students and teachers of the subject
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by allowing them to visualize and experiment with conveyances. 
Second, the process of formalization is itself deeply illuminating 
about property doctrine and theory. And third, the computer-
science subfield of programming language theory has untapped 
potential for legal scholarship: the programming-language ap-
proach takes advantage of the linguistic parallels between legal 
texts and computer programs.
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Introduction

The formulas that govern future interests are similar to those of chemistry. They seem to be more of the law of nature than law of men except for one crucial difference: The rules of future interests occasionally make no sense.¹

Though of feudal origin, it is not a relic of barbarism, or a part of the rubbish of the dark ages. It is part of a system; an artificial one, it is true, but still a system, and a complete one.²

The logician must be rather like a lawyer . . . in the sense that he is there to give the metaphysician . . . the tense-logic that he wants, provided that it be consistent. He must tell his client what the consequences of a given choice will be . . . and what alternatives are open to him . . . .³

Every law student and every law professor has a different reaction on reaching the unit on estates in land and future interests in Property. For some, it is the worst part of the course. They find the system of reversion, possibilities of reverter, and remainders vested subject to complete divestment to be an alien language: dull, desiccated, and divorced from the practical realities of the rest of law.⁴ For others, it is the best part of the course. Here, there are no counter-arguments and indeterminate multi-factor tests, only rigorous deduction and clear right answers.⁵

³ ARTHUR PRIOR, PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE 59 (1967).
⁴ See, e.g., Palma Joy Strand, We Are All on the Journey: Transforming Antagonistic Spaces in Law School Classrooms, 67 J. LEGAL EDUC. 176, 182 (2017) (“T&E has the reputation of being moldy and covered in cobwebs, akin to and perhaps even more arcane than the future interests of property law.”); Bogart, supra note 1, at 935 (“At some point, that teacher will have to train students to do the hard and frustrating mechanical work of future interests.”).
⁵ See, e.g., Volume 63 Joint Dedication, 63 S.D. L. REV. i, ix (2018) (statement of Barry R. Vickrey) (“Some of my most enjoyable times at USD in-
These two groups, polar opposites though they may be in their approach to law school, share an intuition: there is something logical and computational about estates and future interests. Whether they want the computer to serve as a junior associate that calculates the consequences of conveyances so they don’t have to, or as a sparring partner that plays along with them, they share the sense that there is something about this particular system of legal doctrines that makes them particularly suited for automated algorithmic analysis. A life estate and a remainder fit together like a lock and a key, with the mathematical certainty that establishes $2 + 2 = 4$. Couldn’t someone program a computer do this?

We did.

Our system, called Littleton,6 can interpret stylized conveyances like O conveys to A for life, then if B is married to B, but if B divorces to C and correctly report that B holds a contingent remainder in fee simple subject to executory limitation. It knows that O holds an implied reversion; that if B marries while A is alive then B’s remainder is upgraded from contingent to vested subject to complete divestment; and that if A conveys their interest to D for life, then D’s interest will be limited to the shorter of A’s and D’s lifetimes. It can even apply the Rule Against Perpetuities to strike interests that could vest too remotely.

We designed Littleton to be useful to teachers trying to explain the system of future interests and to students trying to learn it. We have put a web version online at https://conveyanc.es. Just type a conveyance in the box, click on “Interpret,” and Littleton will display an easy-to-understand diagram of the resulting interests. It comes with documentation and a tutorial of demonstration conveyances, and has been validated against examples drawn from one of the leading student guides, Linda

6 After Thomas de Littleton, author of the Treatise on Tenures (ca. 1481–82), an important codification of the doctrines of estates in land and future interests. See THOMAS LITTLETON, LITTLETON’S TENURES IN ENGLISH (Eugene Wambaugh ed., 1903) (1481) (translation of the Tenures and a biographical sketch).
Edwards’s *Estates in Land and Future Interests*. We have also placed Littleton’s source code online, and released it under the permissive MIT license, allowing anyone to use and improve it however they want.

But that’s not even the interesting part.

Rather than using an existing programming language to write a program to model future interests, we treated the formalized, ritualized language of first-year Property conveyances as a programming language itself. Each term in this language, which we call Orlando, has a precisely specified syntax and semantics. The expression $0 \text{conveys to } A$ in Orlando is like $x = y \times 4$ in a traditional programming language like Python, Java, or C: a command that causes the computer interpreting it to update its state in a predictable, objectively determined way.

This makes Orlando into a domain-specific language (or “DSL”). Just like JavaScript is useful for writing interactive web pages, Ink and Inform and Twine for creating text adventure games, Solidity for smart contracts, or Flash for an-

---

8 See The MIT License, Open Source Initiative, https://opensource.org/licenses/MIT.
9 After Orlando Bridgeman, one of the most important conveyancers in the common-law tradition, who drafted the instrument at issue in the case that created the Rule Against Perpetuities. See The Duke of Norfolk’s Case, 22 Eng. Rep. 931 (Ch. 1682); see also Virginia Woolf, Orlando: A Biography (1928); Orlando (Sony Pictures Classics 1992).
10 See generally Arie van Deursen, Paul Klint & Joost Visser, Domain-Specific Languages: An Annotated Bibliography, SIGPLAN Notices., June 2000, at 26 (overview of DSLs); Martin Fowler, Domain-Specific Languages (2010) (textbook on DSL design and implementation).
14 Solidity [hereinafter Solidity], https://docs.soliditylang.org.
Orlando is a language for expressing property conveyances. Drawing on the computer science discipline of programming language theory, we treat Orlando like any other DSL. Littleton’s processing is divided into stages:

- First, Littleton parses a conveyance written in Orlando, recognizing the individual clauses and their relationship. The language **O conveys to A for life, then to B**, for example, consists of two separate grants, linked by **then**. The first has a quantum (for **life**) attached to it; the second does not.

- Next, Littleton creates a data structure (which we call a *title tree*) that keeps track of the current interests and their relationships. The title tree corresponding to

```
O conveys to A for life, then to B until C marries.
```

is shown in Figure 2.

- Littleton then applies substantive rules of property law to update the title tree as further events occur. That is, while the syntax of Orlando is given by the stylized language used in conveyances, Orlando’s semantics are those of property law.

- Littleton analyzes the title tree in accordance with various rules used by lawyers and law students, so that the various interests can be properly named. For example, it classifies remainders as contingent or vested based on whether a condition precedent must be satisfied before that node in the title tree can be reached.

- Finally, Littleton displays the current state of the title by rendering the title tree in a graphical format that hides many of

---


16 Computer *programming* is distinct from the field of *programming languages*. The former is the engineering practice of implementing useful software systems. The latter is an academic discipline that studies the characteristics of programming languages themselves, often using mathematical tools. They stand in roughly the same relationship as legal practice and legal theory. On programming languages, see generally Robert W. Sebesta, *Concepts of Programming Languages* (10th ed. 2012); Shriram Krishnamurthi, *Programming Languages: Application and Interpretation* (2d ed. Apr. 4, 2017), https://cs.brown.edu/courses/cs173/2012/book/book.pdf.
Figure 1: Orlando and Littleton’s namesakes
the internal details and emphasizes the viable interests and the conditions on those interests. The resulting visualization is designed to be readily comprehensible to lawyers and law students who need not be aware of the sophisticated processing taking place under the hood. Figure 3 shows an example of Littleton’s output.

Treating conveyances as a programming language yields insights into property doctrine, into property theory, and into legal theory more broadly. Doctrinally, Orlando brings the entire system of future interests into clearer focus by capturing the linguistic structure of property grants in a succinct and intuitive way. A confusing mess of doctrinal minutiae resolves itself into an orderly collection of well-specified rules. Facts about conveyances that previously became apparent only after detailed study are now immediately obvious—for example, that a grantor can recursively stack up an indefinite number of successive life estates. It is even possible to prove “theorems” of property law, such as that a fee simple is forever.
Theoretically, the fact that this fragment of property law can be formalized in this way is striking: other areas, like trademark law or international human rights law, almost certainly cannot. Orlando’s simple but generative structure provides a new kind of support for a line of scholarship, associated with Thomas Merrill and Henry Smith and with the New Private Law movement, that emphasizes the modular and standardized elements in property’s conceptual structure. For example, Orlando’s design embodies the *numerus clausus* principle: that property interests only come in a finite set of forms.

Finally, Orlando is a proof by example that legal scholars can learn from programming-language theory. Law and programming languages can be to law and computers as law and linguistics is to law and language: a subfield that draws on the insight of another discipline to identify and systematize recurring structures of pervasive importance to law. The linguistic parallel between the natural languages of law and the artificial languages of software offers a fresh way to reflect on how law, lawyers, and legal texts work. In property and beyond, defining a programming language to model a body of law should be part of legal scholarship’s methodological toolkit.

This Article provides a detailed exposition of a core subset of Orlando and Littleton, and a discussion of why they matter to legal scholars. Part II introduces Orlando informally; Part III explains the formal details underneath the surface. Part IV discusses the design philosophy of Orlando and Littleton to show how they hold lessons for property law and property theory. And Part I surveys the scattered scholarship applying programming languages to law to argue that other scholars should consider creating their own legal DSLs.

I. Programming Languages and Law

Computerizing legal reasoning is by no means new. There is a long-standing research program on the use of artificial intelligence (AI) systems for other areas of law. It has proceeded along two tracks, corresponding to the division within AI between systems using formal logical reasoning, sometimes called

---

17 See the Conclusion for a list of additional features implemented in the full versions of Orlando and Littleton.
“symbolic” AI or “good old fashioned AI” (or GOFAI), and systems using statistical methods, sometimes called “subsymbolic AI” or, more recently, “machine learning.” Legal scholars draw on both tracks. Orlando is squarely in the former tradition, so we focus on it here.

The use of AI systems to automate logical legal reasoning goes back decades. Many scholars, legal-automation companies, and even teams of students have built “expert systems” that can walk the user through a questionnaire to help them un-

18 For a thorough history of AI discussing the interplay of these two traditions, see Margaret A. Boden, Mind as Machine: A History of Cognitive Science (2008).
derstand the application of a given body of law to their individual situation. These programs range from simple decision trees up through complex tax preparation software. They are essentially hard-coded versions of a Choose Your Own Adventure, Mad Libs, or Excel spreadsheet, designed to slot the user's answers into the right blanks, with branching and calculations as needed to handle compound legal rules. More ambitiously, scholars have used increasingly sophisticated and powerful logics to model legal rules and sometimes to automate legal analysis. These rule-driven systems typically have a knowledge base of legal rules encoded in a standard logical form and then use a search strategy to deductively derive valid legal conclusions on the basis of those rules. They have greater capacity to make chains of inferences and understand cascading consequences of interacting facts. Research in this tradition aims not just to understand the doctrines of legal fields, but also to formalizing the particular concepts of legal reasoning themselves, such as the elements of a cause of action, the scope of precedent, burdens of proof and presumptions, defenses, and defeasible conclusions.


23 See, e.g., A Logic for Statutes, supra note 22; Walter G. Popp & Bernhard Schlink, Judith, A Computer Program to Advise Lawyers in Reasoning a Case, 15 JURIMETRICS J. 303 (1974); L. KARL BRANTING, REASONING
What is most novel in Orlando and Littleton is the idea that programming languages have something distinctive to add to this research program.\textsuperscript{24} To date, law and legal theory have engaged only intermittently with programming languages.\textsuperscript{25} By far the most common point of contact is intellectual property. Whether a computer program is copyrightable or patentable depends on what a computer program is, and this is a question that cannot be answered sensibly without exploring the nature of the programming language it is written in.\textsuperscript{26} Sometimes, it is the language itself that is the subject of an intellectual property claim, as in Google v. Oracle.\textsuperscript{27} Similar issues arise in determining the

\textsuperscript{24} A subsidiary point is that by isolating a well-defined fragment of law that is more amenable to formalization, our approach sidesteps some of the well-known challenges to the expert-systems approach to law. See Philip Leith, The Rise and Fall of the Legal Expert System, 30 INT’L REV. L. COMPUTERS \& TECH. 94 (2016).


scope of First Amendment coverage for software; the linguistic aspects of software are inescapable.28

In this Part, we sketch the engagement of law with programming languages in four: law, contract law, tax law, legal drafting, and visualization of law. What unites them is that in each domain, legal scholars have made meaningful progress by expressing legal relationships as a programming language. Sometimes they have used existing languages; sometimes they have created their own. In the right domains, this is a useful tool for gaining insights into legal doctrines and concepts.29

A. Contract

Contract law is a good doctrinal fit for what programming languages can do.30 Parties enjoy substantial autonomy to customize the terms of their contractual obligations, so the flexibility offered by programming languages is appealing. At the same time, contracting parties often want certainty about the meaning and effects of their contracts, so the clarity and precision of programming languages is also appealing. Thus, several scholars have discussed the prospects for expressing contract terms directly in computer-standardized forms.31 From the computer-science side, there has been extensive work on finding appropriate logics to model contractual relationships.32

29 We leave for another day the broader jurisprudential questions of what law and legal theory can learn from programming languages in general.
30 See Harry Surden, Computable Contracts, 46 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 629 (2012); see also Erik F. Gerding, Contract as Pattern Language, 88 WASH. L. REV. 1323 (2013). Surden describes contracts that have been expressed in computer-processable form as “data-oriented,” which captures the fact that every computer program, by virtue of the fact that it can be stored on and processed by a computer, is also data. The duality between code and data is central to computer science.
One notable project in using programming-language theory to model contracts is 2000’s *Composing Contracts: An Adventure in Financial Engineering* by Simon Peyton Jones, Jean-Marc Eber, and Julian Seward. It describes a carefully crafted library of primitive operators to model option contracts. Once standard contracts are encoded in this way, it becomes possible to do sophisticated financial analyses on them automatically, for example, computing the expected value of a contract that depends on changes in interest rates over time. There are now dozens of domain-specific languages for contracts.

This approach is reflected in Orlando. Although property is a different problem domain than contracts, we followed *Composing Contracts*’s design principle of finding a minimal set of simple orthogonal primitive operators in creating the set of title tree nodes. We also adopted a similar language choice; *Composing Contracts*’s system is implemented in Haskell, which like OCaml is a strongly typed polymorphic functional language with pattern-matching.

More recently, there has been an explosion of interest in creating “smart” “contracts.” These are programs that adjust

---


34 See *FIN. DOMAIN-SPECIFIC LANGUAGE LISTING*, http://www.dslfin.org/resources.html (directory of projects).

35 See Shrutarshi Basu, Anshuman Mohan, Nate Foster, & James Grimmelman, *Legal Calculi*, in 2022 *PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES & L. (PROLAL)* (discussing this design principle for legal programming languages).

36 There is another line of influence here. The OCaml libraries Littleton is built with are developed and maintained by Jane Street Capital, a quantitative trading firm. See Yaron Minsky & Stephen Weeks, *Caml Trading: Experiences with Functional Programming on Wall Street*, 18 *J. FUNCTIONAL PROGRAMMING* 553 (2008) (describing Jane Street’s adoption of OCaml).

the relationship between multiple parties and various resources automatically. Programs require programming languages, which are supported by a blockchain or other digital platform. These platforms typically have a basic virtual machine—effectively a shared, simulated computer—and one or more general-purpose programming languages. Numerous groups interested in developing applications that can displace the need for traditional legal contracts, or integrate smoothly with legal contracts, have created special-purpose programming languages specifically for encoding contractual rights and obligations.

Note, however, that expressing a contract in a programming language does not solve all of the problems of contract law. Interpretation and enforcement remain real problems, programming languages can be inferior to natural languages in capturing the nuances of parties’ relationships, and turning contracts into programs means that contracts are all but certain to have bugs, too.


38 E.g., SOLIDITY, supra note 14.
40 See James Grimmelmann, All Smart Contracts Are Ambiguous, 2 J.L. & INNOVATION 1, 19-22 (2019).
41 See Karen E.C. Levy, Book-Smart, not Street-Smart: Blockchain-Based Smart Contracts and the Social Workings of Law, 3 ENGAGING SCI. TECH. & SOC’Y 1, 4-10 (2017).
B. Tax

Tax law is also a good fit for programming languages, but for slightly different reasons. Here, the goal of formalization is typically to express existing legal rules in as much detail and with as little ambiguity as possible. The underlying rules, more so than in any other area of law, are already computational; a tax code is in large part simply a statement of computations to be applied to a taxpayer's activities. It is not entirely a coincidence that one of the earliest notable attempts at formalizing statutory law was Thorne McCarty's TAXMAN, which modeled the tax treatment of corporate reorganizations—although ironically, McCarty selected this particular topic because it was unlike other parts of tax law in being more open-ended and indeterminate.43

Several tax scholars have dealt with linguistic themes in formalizing tax law. Sarah Lawsky proposes using formalized logical models to make drafters more attentive to problems of definitional scope,44 and her work on modeling statutes using default logic is grounded in tax law.45 In other work, she observes that existing tax forms are in effect a sub silentio formalization of the tax code; they give concrete algorithmic form to the legal requirements of the code.46 In the other direction, several research groups are working on using natural-language techniques to parse the tax code and extract a formalized underlying structure.47

44 Sarah B. Lawsky, Formalizing the Code, 70 Tax L. Rev. 377 (2016).
47 Nils Holzenberger, Andrew Blair-Stanek & Benjamin Van Durme, A Dataset for Statutory Reasoning in Tax Law Entailment and Question An-
Another use of formal programming-language methods in law is an ongoing overhaul of the tax computation software used by the French Public Finances Directorate (DGFiP).\(^{48}\) It is common for governments to automate tax and other computations with software; whether the DGFiP’s 125,000 lines of custom-written software correctly implements the 3,500-page French tax code is another and harder question. A research group working with the DGFiP are helping it transfer its software into a language with precise formal semantics so that parts of its algorithms can be proven correct and other parts subjected to better public auditing. In areas like tax where the computational parts of legal rules can be stated with high precision, formal methods drawn from programming-language theory are useful in reducing the gap between law on the books and law on the server.

\section*{C. Legal Drafting}

The process of expressing conveyances in Orlando’s specific syntax exposes users (gently) to the discipline of programming. It invites them to think about what legal outcomes they are trying to achieve and then come up with specific expressions to generate those outcomes. In other words, using Littleton is a kind of legal drafting. Writing Orlando conveyances is a kind of programming that may help develop the same kinds of skills that are useful in legal drafting of all sorts. (Again, Littleton’s ability to provide instant feedback may be particularly useful.)

The parallel between programming and drafting is of scholarly interest, too.\(^{49}\) There is a large literature on the kinds of legal rules that can and cannot be made precisely computable, and on the consequences of doing so.\(^{50}\) Some of this work engages with the tools that legal drafters use. For highly standard-


\(^{50}\) See Frank Pasquale & Glyn Cashwell, Four Futures of Legal Automation, 63 UCLA L. REV. DISCOURSE 26 (2015); Surden, supra note 30; William
ized instruments, such as wills, early expert systems and modern services like LegalZoom have worked to computerize the process of filling in an appropriate template from a legal formbook. Some such projects are one-offs: systems purpose-built to generate a particular kind of formulaic document, such as UCC financing statements. Others are designed to work with multiple kinds of forms, which means that the templates themselves must be specified in a domain-specific language.

More ambitiously, some projects hybridize the drafting process so that users are essentially drafting a natural-language legal text and an exact computational model of that text in parallel. Constraining the form of drafts in this way in essence compels the drafter to become a programmer of the specialized format being used. In some cases, such as the software used by legislative drafters to produce properly numbered and formatted statutes and track amendments, the constraints are relatively weak. But other research efforts “force the attorney or paraprofessional to proceed in a highly organized fashion . . . so that the computer, and not the attorney or paraprofessional, keeps track of the complex linkages between the elements of the system as it evolves.” This is not quite a programming language; rather it is a “controlled” or “normalized” language in which some elements, such as conjunctions and deontic expressions of obligation, have precisely defined meanings. Some scholars in this tradition recognize and embrace the idea that


See, e.g., Layman E. Allen & C. Rudy Engholm, Normalized Legal Drafting and the Query Method, 29 J. LEGAL EDUC. 380 (1977); James A. Sprowl,
they are making the language of law more like a programming language, and are thoughtful about the language-design issues involved.\textsuperscript{55}

Similarly, other authors describe the legal drafting of documents that are \textit{semi-structured}.\textsuperscript{56} These documents are not themselves programs; they consist mostly of natural language. But key terms are marked where they appear with specific tags indicating that they are being used consistently throughout, are referring to identified other sections, or other specified meanings designed to reduce ambiguity. This is similar to what legal research services already do when they hyperlink citations to the cited source and cross-reference defined terms in statutes to the sections where they are defined, except that it is carried out by the drafters themselves as a discipline for avoiding mistakes, making their meaning clearer to readers, and enabling limited automated analysis.\textsuperscript{57}

Another interesting line of research draws on ideas from software engineering to improve legal drafting at a slightly higher level of abstraction. These scholars observe how programmers develop complex high-quality programs through specific design practices, such as packaging discrete units of functionality into self-contained “objects,” and suggest ways that legal drafters could realize some of the same benefits by adopting similar practices.\textsuperscript{58} Of particular interest here, these practices are typically supported by the programming languages that these developers work in. For example, an “object-oriented” language is precisely one that has built-in features for dividing functionality into discrete and self-contained objects.


\textsuperscript{56} A Logic for Statutes, supra note 22; Matthew Roach, \textit{Toward A New Language Of Legal Drafting}, 17 J. HIGH TECH. L. 43 (2016).

\textsuperscript{57} Also worth of note is Lynn LoPucki’s VisiLaw, in which statutory texts are marked up with standardized symbolic annotations to make their grammatical structure clearer. \textit{See} VisiLaw, https://www.visilaw.com.

\textsuperscript{58} \textit{See} Gerding, supra note 30.
Another such technique is “literate programming,” in which a program is interwoven with its documentation. A few authors have proposed literate programming specifically for implementing computational versions of statutes. Again, the linguistic parallel between legal text and computer program is evident.

D. Visualization

Generations of Property teachers have sketched diagrams of future interests for their students. A few of them have done so in a reasonably systematic way and published their diagrams. Most closely on point is Roger Anderson’s catalog of geometric shapes for various future interests, such as a square for a life estate and a triangle with a dot in it for a reversion in fee simple. Hopperton, for his part, illustrated his step-by-step analysis with a two-page summary chart of different estates.

Further afield, Mark Reutlinger used diagrams to create timelines of events relevant to a RAP analysis, William H. Lawrence used them to summarize commercial-paper transactions, and William M. Richman used them to map the facts in conflict-of-laws cases. And there is a tradition going back to

60 See also Denis Merigoux & Liane Huttner, Catala: Moving Towards the Future of Legal Expert Systems (2020) (unpublished manuscript), https://hal.inria.fr/hal-02936606/document; Ohm, supra note 49 (discussing relevance of literate programming to law, in the form of a law-review article that is also a computer program).
Wigmore of using diagrams to present the logical structure of legal arguments.\textsuperscript{66}

What unites these legal diagrams is their attempt to be consistently rule-bound about what elements their diagrams include and how they are arranged. The synergy with computational law is obvious: in recent years scholars have developed systems to generate a variety of illuminating visualizations algorithmi-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>FREEHOLD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Fee Simple (FS)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Freehold</td>
<td>Indefeasible</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>DEFERABLE FS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>FS SCD CS</td>
<td>Non-assigning</td>
<td>Divestiture</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>POT &amp; NOE</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>FS SCD SL</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
<td>Expiration</td>
<td>SL</td>
<td>FOR</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>FS SCD CS</td>
<td>Non-assigning</td>
<td>Divestiture</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>EI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>FS SCD SL</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
<td>Expiration</td>
<td>SL</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>EI*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Fee Tail (FT)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>DEFERABLE FT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>FT SCD GL</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
<td>Expiration</td>
<td>GL</td>
<td>Reversion</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>FT SCD GL</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
<td>Expiration</td>
<td>GL</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Remainder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>FT SCD CS</td>
<td>Non-assigning &amp; Auto</td>
<td>Div &amp; Exp</td>
<td>CS &amp; GL</td>
<td>POT &amp; REV</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>FT SCD SL</td>
<td>Auto &amp; Auto</td>
<td>Exp &amp; Exp</td>
<td>SL &amp; GL</td>
<td>FOR &amp; REV</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>FT SCD CS</td>
<td>Non-assigning &amp; Auto</td>
<td>Div &amp; Exp</td>
<td>CS &amp; GL</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>EI &amp; REM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>FT SCD SL</td>
<td>Auto &amp; Auto</td>
<td>Exp &amp; Exp</td>
<td>SL &amp; GL</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>FOR OR REM* &amp; REM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>LIFE ESTATE (LE)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>DEFERABLE LE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>LE SCD GL</td>
<td>Auto</td>
<td>Exp</td>
<td>GL</td>
<td>Reversion</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>LE SCD GL</td>
<td>Auto</td>
<td>Exp</td>
<td>GL</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Remainder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>LE SCD CS</td>
<td>Non-assigning &amp; Auto</td>
<td>Div &amp; Exp</td>
<td>CS &amp; GL</td>
<td>POT &amp; REV</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>LE SCD SL</td>
<td>Auto &amp; Auto</td>
<td>Exp &amp; Exp</td>
<td>SL &amp; GL</td>
<td>FOR &amp; REV</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>LE SCD CS</td>
<td>Non-assigning &amp; Auto</td>
<td>Div &amp; Exp</td>
<td>CS &amp; GL</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>EI &amp; REM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>LE SCD SL</td>
<td>Auto &amp; Auto</td>
<td>Exp &amp; Exp</td>
<td>SL &amp; GL</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>FOR OR REM* &amp; REM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: The first half of Hopperton’s summary chart of future interests
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New York</th>
<th>Ontario</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forum</td>
<td>Plaintiff's domicile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accident</td>
<td>Defendant's domicile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injury</td>
<td>Trip began</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Car garaged &amp; insured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law</td>
<td>No guest statute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Guest statute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policies</td>
<td>Compensate auto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>accident victims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increase traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avoid insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fraud</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Richman's conflict-of-laws diagrams

```
"Pay Order F" "Pay Y" "W/out rec." No Indor. "For deposit only"
D' or --- P --- X --- Y --- Z --- DB
```

Figure 8: Lawrence's commercial-paper diagrams

Figure 9: Wigmore's argument diagrams
Figure 10: Camilleri, Paganelli, and Schneider’s diagrams of formalized contracts

Figure 11: A previous version of Orlando visualizations
The most ambitious work linking visualizing computable representations of legal relationships comes from contract law, where there have been various attempts to add visualizations to formalizations of contracts.\textsuperscript{68}

Programming languages add another arrow to the quiver by describing a useful way to do visualization. As in Littleton, the human-readable “program” of a legal text, its digital representation as an abstract data structure, and its graphical visualization are three different views of the same object. Shawn Bayern’s work on parsing conveyances does a version of this; it generates simple and elegant diagrams.\textsuperscript{69}

Legal scholars looking for interesting ways to visualize legal law should consider writing a legal DSL for their domain of


\textsuperscript{68} See, e.g., John J. Camilleri, Gabriele Paganelli & Gerardo Schneider, A CNL for Contract-Oriented Diagrams, 2014 CONTROLLED NAT. LANGUAGE 135.

\textsuperscript{69} Shawn Bayern, Conveyance Interpreter [hereinafter Conveyance Interpreter], https://essentially.net/property/.
interest, and then exploring different ways of interpreting programs in that DSL to generate diagrams. Figure 11 shows an earlier version of our title-tree diagrams, in which → nodes were explicit as nodes. By separating the translation code that generates title trees from the graphical code that transforms them into diagrams, we were able to experiment with different visualizations without having to rewrite any of Littleton’s core syntactic and semantic logic.

II. An Informal Overview

Only a few projects in formalizing law deal with property law,\(^70\) and most of those focus on logical decomposition of the idea of rights in a thing, rather than with the specifics of future interests.\(^71\) There are, however, a few notable exceptions. This Part surveys the prior work on formalizing property law, and then explains the approach taken in Orlando.

A. Previous Work

In 1988, John Finan and Albert Leyerle described a program called Perp Rule, for testing future interests for compliance with the RAP.\(^72\) Perp Rule asked users a series of yes/no questions such as, “IS THERE ANY POSSIBILITY THAT THE CLASS COULD INCREASE IN SIZE BY THE BIRTH

---


\(^{71}\) L. Thorne McCarty, Ownership: A Case Study in the Representation of Legal Concepts, 10 A.I. & L. 135 (2002); see also Layman E. Allen, Formalizing Hohfeldian Analysis to Clarify the Multiple Senses to Legal Right: A Powerful Lens for the Electronic Age, 48 S. Cal. L. Rev. 428 (1974) (initial entry in decades-long project to formalize Hohfeldian relationships).

OF A NEW MEMBER?" and, "ARE ANY ONE OR MORE MEMBERS OF THE CLASS ENTITLED TO IMMEDIATE DISTRIBUTION OF THE PRINCIPAL?" 73 As these examples, show, Perp Rule dealt with different aspects of the RAP than Littleton currently does. More importantly, Perp Rule was incapable of answering these questions for itself; it had to ask the user to do the necessary analysis at each step. In essence, it was an elementary expert system for walking the user through a decision tree that models the RAP. 74

In 1989, David Becker also attacked the RAP with an astonishingly detailed step-by-step procedure for analyzing compliance. 75 His article runs to an astonishing 187 pages and nearly 100,000 words. Becker’s “methodology” shows how formalization can exert a disciplining effect. It forthrightly confronts many of the details and special cases that a more casual treatment can sweep under the rug. But unlike Finan and Leyerle, Becker made no attempt to actually implement it as a program. Indeed, the article does not even contemplate that computerization might be possible or desirable. As a result, the procedure is riddled with “exceptions,” “observations,” and “adjustments.” Robert Hopperton, in articles published in 1994 and 1999, also attempted to impose greater logical structure on the teaching of future interests and the RAP. 76 And a few professors have created interactive study aids, some of which can generate problems for students to try. 77

73 Id. at 328-29.
74 Id. at 325. The full version of Littleton implements a significantly more sophisticated RAP algorithm. But that is a tale for another time.
In 2010, Shawn Bayern wrote a conveyance interpreter in the Java programming language. Like Littleton, Bayern's interpreter parses a conveyance written in English, displays a diagram of the resulting interests, and is capable of naming most of the standard interests taught in First-year property. Bayern's was the first formal treatment to truly capture the recursive linguistic structure of standard conveyances; his interpreter can parse conveyances containing an arbitrary number of clauses. In addition, its linguistic analysis of granting clauses is quite insightful; it clearly distinguishes conditions precedent, durations, and limitations.

Orlando and Littleton build on Bayern's work by linking an interpreter to a language with precisely specified syntax and semantics. That clean and well-theorized core enables it to (1) interpret a wider range of constructions, (2) handle more complicated interrelationships among conditions, (3) update the state of title in response to events and subsequent conveyances, (4) reason formally about future events (and thus about vesting and the Rule Against Perpetuities), (5) and clarify important property concepts. In short, Orlando and Littleton provide a firm theoretical foundation for systematic research in a new field for which Bayern developed the initial proof of concept.

B. Orlando and Littleton

More precisely, Orlando deals with conveyances like “O conveys to A and her heirs.” The actual language used by lawyers past and present is more complicated, but when explaining the system, it is customary to write stylized conveyances like this one. For simplicity, we will omit the “O conveys” part when it is clear from context. In addition, we will write the conveyances in a distinctive fixed-width typeface—e.g., to A and his heirs—

---

78 Conveyance Interpreter, supra note 69. Bayern documented it in a short conference article. Shawn J. Bayern, A Formal System for Analyzing Conveyances of Property Under the Common Law, 23 JURIX 139 (2010). We are also grateful to Bayern for making available the source code to his interpreter, from which we have learned much, even though we ultimately made very different design decisions.
when they follow the rules of Orlando’s formal syntax, rather than than the looser standards of legal English. Orlando specifies, and Littleton carries out, a translation of a conveyance into a data structure called a *title tree*. As an initial example, Figure 13 shows the title tree for *to A for life, then to B and her heirs*.

This picture contains *nodes* to represent A and B’s interests and the relationship between them:

- Two are “*to*” nodes that represent their ownership interests. Each of them consists of the keyword *to* plus the name of the person who owns the interest: A and B, respectively.\(^79\)

- One is a “*while*” node that describes the circumstances under which another interest terminates. A *while* has a *condition* (here “A is alive”) and a vertical line downwards to whatever interest should be terminated when that condition becomes false (here, A’s).

- Finally, the horizontal → arrow from the *while* to B’s interest shows what order their interests come in. Note that the arrow starts at the *while* node, not at the *to* node beneath it.\(^80\)

Initially, while the condition “A is alive” is true, A’s interest is possessory. But when the condition becomes false, the *while* terminates A’s interest and B’s interest becomes possessory. Thus, this picture as a whole shows a life estate followed by a remainder. The *while* and the *to* A beneath it are a unit—a *subtree*—that as a whole represents A’s life estate. The *to* B represents B’s remainder.

Note that nothing in the tree is labeled a “life estate” or a “remainder.” Indeed, the entire concept of “life estate” takes more than one node to represent, and the only reason we can recognize *to* B as a “remainder” is because of where it appears

---

\(^79\) These *to* nodes are displayed in a box to visually distinguish them and emphasize that they correspond to ownership interests.

\(^80\) Formally, this kind of arrow is another type of node. See *infra* III.
in the tree as a whole. This is fundamental to the design of Orlando. Rather than have separate types of nodes for every distinctly named type of interest, it uses a small set of node types to model the behavior of interests: who is entitled to possession under what circumstances.

In Orlando, both the language of conveyances and the structure of title trees are recursive. They are built up from smaller parts. The conveyance to A for life, then to B for life, then to C and his heirs adds an additional granting clause; it creates two life estates, rather than one. This additional granting clause becomes an additional “life estate” in the resulting title tree: additional while and to node, as shown in Figure 14. The process can be extended indefinitely. Figure 15 shows three successive life estates and a remainder. For four, five, six, or more, all one needs is a big enough piece of paper.

Time, and possession, flow from left to right in a title tree. In Figure 14, possession will start at A’s interest at the left, then move to B’s interest in the center, and ultimately to C’s interest at the right. Imagine putting your finger on the currently possessory interest and moving it forward as time passes and the state of title changes. Your finger will move only forward to the right, never backwards to the left against the direction of an arrow. This means that any interests to the left of your finger are irrelevant to the state of title; they can never become possessory.

Thus, Littleton discards all nodes in the “past,” to the left of the currently possessory interest. When a node terminates, it is removed from the title tree. A while node that is in the
while A is alive \(\rightarrow\) while B is alive \(\rightarrow\) to C

(a) to A for life, then to B for life, then to C

while B is alive \(\rightarrow\) to C

(b) A dies

to C

(c) B dies

Figure 16: Updating a title tree

Present—at the left of the title tree—terminates when its condition becomes false, along with any nodes beneath it. Figure 16 shows what happens to the title tree in Figure 14 at A’s death. The condition “A is alive” in the left while node becomes false, so that node—and A’s interest beneath it—disappears. Possession passes to the right, ending up with the newly leftmost interest: B’s life estate. If B then dies, the same thing happens again and C takes possession. In an Orlando title tree, a while node is not just a static description of the duration of an interest. It also responds dynamically to events.

There are two more types of node to introduce. One is needed for conditions precedent, such as in the conveyance to A for life, then if B is married to B for life, then to C. The other does some useful bookkeeping and plays an important role in the formal version of title trees. Both are illustrated in Figure 17. The while and to at the left are familiar, as is the to at the right. The new parts are in the middle.

• The if represents the branching possibilities at A’s death. If the condition B is married is true when possession reaches the if node, then possession passes immediately to the node on the “yes” branch: the while in B’s life estate. If the condition is false, possession instead follows the “no” arrow, to . . .
while \( A \) is alive $\rightarrow$ if \( B \) is married

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{no} \quad \text{⊥} \quad \text{to C} \\
&\text{Yes} \\
&\text{while} \quad \text{while} \quad \text{to A} \quad \text{to B} \\
&\text{to B} \\
\end{align*}
\]

(a) to \( A \) for life, then if \( B \) is married to \( B \) for life, then to \( C \)

while \( B \) is alive

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{to C} \\
&\text{to B} \\
\end{align*}
\]

(b) \( B \) is married when \( A \) dies

(c) \( B \) is unmarried when \( A \) dies

Figure 17: An \textbf{if} node

- The ⊥ (pronounced “bottom”) on the “no” branch is a symbol used in computer science theory to denote an absence, literally nothing.\(^{81}\) In Orlando, it represents a term that has terminated, or one that was never there to begin with. Here, it means that if \( B \) is unmarried at \( A \)'s death, possessions should bypass \( B \)'s interest and go immediately to \( C \)'s.

Again, we follow the convention that nodes in the “past” are eliminated, which means that an \textbf{if} immediately disappears as soon as it is reached. Its only job is to pass possession forward along one branch or the other. The title trees corresponding to these two cases are illustrated in the rest of Figure 17.

The English statement “the language to \( X \) and his heirs creates a fee simple in \( X \)” is an informal description of the relationship between the language of a conveyance and the resulting interests. Figure 18 shows the correspondence informally.

to A for life, then to B for life, then to C and her heirs

(a) Conveyance

to A
for life
then
for life
then
to C and her heirs

(b) Grammatical structure

while A is alive
while B is alive

(c) Title tree

to A

Figure 18: Translation of a conveyance

Each to node corresponds to an occurrence of to x in the conveyance; each while node corresponds to an occurrence of for life; each horizontal line to an occurrence of then. The essence of the programming-language approach to estates and future interests is to formalize this mapping.

C. An Example

Orlando and Littleton can handle some quite intricate conveyances. For example, consider the conveyance To Lear for life, then if Goneril survives Regan to Goneril for life, otherwise to Regan, then to Cordelia and her heirs, which creates four interests. Lear has a possessory life estate, then Regan and Goneril have mutually exclusive remainders, and finally Cordelia has a remainder.

Orlando and Littleton represent this state of title using a title tree with four nodes corresponding to interests. This title tree are is depicted in the top diagrams of Figures 19 (Orlando) and 20 (Littleton). The Orlando diagram is abstract; it is a formal, mathematical representation of the present and future interests in this property. The Littleton diagram is concrete; it is the output of our actual computer program to help users visualize future interests. The Orlando representation is skeletal; it
Figure 19: A more complicated example of successive and alternative interests (Orlando)

(a) To Lear for life, then if Goneril survives Regan to Goneril for life, otherwise to Regan, then to Cordelia and her heirs.

(b) Regan dies.

(c) Lear dies.

(d) Goneril dies.

A professor teaching this example might test their students’ understanding by asking, “What happens if Regan dies?” As the second diagrams in Figures 19 and 20 show, this event has three important effects. First, Regan’s interest needs to be struck because its condition precedent (that Goneril not survive Regan) has definitively failed. Second, although Goneril’s remainder is still a future interest, it becomes vested rather than contingent because its condition precedent (that Goneril survive Regan)
Figure 20: A more complicated example of successive and alternative interests (Littleton)
gan) has been satisfied. Third, Cordelia’s remainder is now also vested because the contingency that could prevent it from becoming possessory (Regan surviving Goneril) is now impossible.

At this point, the consequences of further events are readily predictable. At Lear’s death, Goneril’s remainder becomes possessory () and at Goneril’s death, Cordelia’s remainder becomes possessory. As the third and fourth diagrams in Figures 19 and 20 show, Orlando and Littleton capture every one of these changes. Orlando’s formalism provide the necessary framework for Littleton to correctly describe these changes.

III. The Formal Details

The informal description of Orlando in II had four moving parts: (1) a conveyance like to A for life, then to B is (2) translated into (3) a title tree, which is (4) updated in response to events. They correspond to four fundamental theoretical tools in the design and implementation of programming languages:

• A grammar that defines the syntax of a “program.” In Orlando, this grammar resembles a subset of English, but with tightly restricted, formally specified syntax.82

• An abstract data type that models the current state of a program as it executes. In Orlando, this data type is a title tree, which is specified by another grammar that describes the contents of title trees.

• A translation function that specifies how to turn a conveyance into a title tree that describes the interests that conveyance creates. In Orlando, this translation function consists of a set of rules, each of which translates a small portion of a conveyance into a corresponding portion of a title tree.

• An operational semantics that specifies how a program is executed, step by step.83 In Orlando, the operational semantics

82 Orlando uses a context-free grammar, in which there are no long-distance interdependencies between different parts of an expression. See generally Michael Sipser, Introduction to the Theory of Computation (3d ed. 2012) (describing context-free grammars).

83 See generally Glynn Winskel, The Formal Semantics of Programming Languages: An Introduction (1993); Hans Hüttel, Transitions and
consists of update rules that describe how a title tree changes in response to events.

This Section presents these four ideas, in detail but not quite in this order.

The formal presentation of Orlando follows some standard conventions from computer science. First, certain keywords—like to and heirs—have specifically defined roles in Orlando. For example, heirs is part of the standard phrase and her heirs used to create a fee simple. It is common for programming languages to have a few dozen reserved keywords—“reserved” in the same sense that a statutory section number is reserved and should not be used for something else. You can name your hardcore band “Adam And His Heirs” if you want, but using Adam and his heirs as the name of a person in an Orlando program is a good way to confuse Littleton and yourself. Littleton recognizes and responds to specific keywords, but it has no deeper understanding of their connotations. It responds to and her heirs and and the heirs of his body, but not the heir of all the ages.

Next, the equations that define Orlando will frequently use variables like person and $t_1$. Each variable has a specific type, e.g. person always refers to a person’s name, $t$ always refers to a title tree, and so on. So whenever the variable person appears in a definition it can be filled in with the name of an arbitrary person. The names of variables that represent expressions in Orlando, like a complete conveyance or a limitation on a grant, will be the name of the kind of thing they represent. The names of variables that represent parts of title trees will be individual letters, like $c$ for “condition”. By convention, having introduced a variable like $c$, we can also put subscripts on it. Thus $c_1$, $c_2$, $c_3$, and so on all refer to conditions—possibly different conditions, possibly the same one.

---

Trees: An Introduction to Structural Operational Semantics (2010). In Property Conveyances, supra note 7, we also presented a denotational semantics for Orlando and proved that its operational and denotational semantics are equivalent. The denotational formulation is more convenient for proving certain types of propositions about the behavior of programs. See generally Winskel, supra; David A. Schmidt, Denotational Semantics: A Methodology for Language Development (1986).

84 Keywords are written in the monospaced typeface used for the literal language of a conveyance.
The full set of rules that define the core subset of Orlando are collected in the Appendix.

A. Title Trees

Title trees and conveyances in Orlando are terms in formal languages. Unlike a natural language, which is whatever people speak to each other, the syntax and semantics of a formal language are precisely specified by a grammar. Like the grammar for a natural language, it spells out how the pieces of one fit together, how larger units are made up of smaller ones, and what counts as a valid expression. The difference is that while natural-language grammar is flexible and context-dependent, a formal-language grammar is rigid and rigorous. These rules are constitutive; any expression allowed by them is meaningful in Orlando, while all other expressions are officially meaningless. The rules are symbolic; they describe Orlando’s syntax using mathematical and logical notation. And the rules are recursive; they show how to build up more complicated expressions from simpler ones.

II described informally five types of title tree nodes. More formally, they are defined by a grammar with five rules:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{\textit{t}} & \Rightarrow \text{\textit{to} \ p} \\
\text{\textit{t}} & \Rightarrow \bot \\
\text{\textit{t}} & \Rightarrow \text{\textit{t}} \text{\textit{1}} \text{\textit{while} \ c} \\
\text{\textit{t}} & \Rightarrow \text{\textit{if} \ c \text{\textit{then} \textit{t}}_1 \text{\textit{else} \textit{t}}_2} \\
\text{\textit{t}} & \Rightarrow \text{\textit{t}}_1 \rightarrow \text{\textit{t}}_2
\end{align*}
\]

Read the symbol $\Rightarrow$ as “can consist of.” Each line describes a different one of the title tree node types. Thus, a title tree can consist of

1. the keyword \textit{to} and a person \textit{p} (an interest),
2. the symbol $\bot$ by itself (nothing),
3. the symbol \textit{while} linking a smaller title tree \textit{t} \textit{1} and a condition \textit{c} (a temporal limit),
4. the symbols \textit{if}, \textit{then}, and \textit{else} linking a condition \textit{c} and two smaller title trees \textit{t} \textit{1} and \textit{t} \textit{2} (a choice between two mutually exclusive possibilities), or
5. the symbol $\rightarrow$ linking two smaller title trees \textit{t} \textit{1} and \textit{t} \textit{2} (a sequential division of ownership across time).
There are two important types here. Title trees themselves are denoted with the letter $t$ (and the usual optional subscript).\textsuperscript{85} Conditions, written with the letter $c$, are statements about the world being modeled that can be true or false. A logician would say that conditions are predicates; a mathematician would say that they are Boolean-valued functions. So far, we have seen two: “$p$ is alive” and “$p$ is married.”\textsuperscript{86}

These rules are obviously recursive. The third rule, for example, says that $a$ if a title tree $t$ consists of a while node, then it contains another title tree $t_1$. That title tree, in turn, must be one of the five types. If it is a to or a $\perp$, then the recursion ends, because neither of these rules has another title tree on the right hand side. But if it is another while, the recursion continues: this new title tree must be expanded until every subtree has bottomed out with a to or a $\perp$. For example, here is the derivation of the title tree from Figure 13, which depicts a life estate followed by a remainder:

$$
\begin{align*}
t & \Rightarrow t_1 \rightarrow t_2 \\
& \Rightarrow t_1 \rightarrow \text{to } p \\
& \Rightarrow t_1 \rightarrow \text{to } B \\
& \Rightarrow (t_3 \text{ while } A \text{ is alive}) \rightarrow \text{to } B \\
& \Rightarrow (\text{to } p \text{ while } A \text{ is alive}) \rightarrow \text{to } B \\
& \Rightarrow (\text{to } A \text{ while } A \text{ is alive}) \rightarrow \text{to } B
\end{align*}
$$

These symbolic description of title trees may not look much like the diagrams from II. But there is a straightforward, one-to-one correspondence between the textual and graphical depictions of title trees. Figure 21 shows the corresponding fragment of a title-tree diagram for each of the title-tree rules. To form a complete title tree, just glue together the appropriate pieces.

The visual description and the symbolic one are two different flavors of concrete syntax to describe the same abstract object, just like a graph and the equation $y = 3x + 4$ are two different descriptions of the same line. The advantage of the visual

\textsuperscript{85} Title trees are an example of an algebraic data type. See generally Benjamin C. Pierce, Types and Programming Languages (2002) (thorough presentation of type theory).

\textsuperscript{86} Conditions are written in an ordinary serif typeface, to distinguish them from the words describing a condition in an Orlando program, which are written in a monospaced terminal font.
A Programming Language for Future Interests

Figure 21: Graphical representation of title trees

version is that it is easier for people to grasp. The advantage of the symbolic version is that it is easier to specify precisely how to carry out formal mathematical operations on. To be clear, the diagrams are not just heuristic sketches; they are well-defined representations of well-defined mathematical objects, and can be freely converted to and from the symbolic representation. Littleton uses the symbolic version internally and displays diagrams to users. This Article will continue to use both.

A title tree represents the state of title at a single moment in time. It incorporates all of the information needed to keep track of who owns what, and who will own what in the future. If you have a title tree, you can discard the conveyance that generated it; the title tree captures everything you need to know. As events occur, the title tree can be updated to keep track of how they affect the state of title—at which point the new title tree will capture everything relevant and the old one can be discarded.

B. Semantics

So far, a title tree is just an abstract data structure. We have been saying informally that the leftmost to node represents a possessory interest, and that other to nodes represent interests that can become possessory in response to events. Just as we formalized the intuitive description of the structure of title trees, we can also formalize the intuitive description of how they behave in response to events. This provides an operational semantics for the formal language of title trees.87

87 The particular style of operational semantics we use is a derivative semantics. See Janusz A. Brzozowski, Derivatives of Regular Expressions, 11 J. ASS’N FOR COMPUTING MACHINERY 481 (1964) (defining derivative semantics). For a fuller treatment of the formalisms as used in Orlando see Property Con-
Orlando models the changes to a title tree over time with the concept of *events*: discrete occurrences such as *A dies, 5 years pass*, and *Mars becomes a state*. A sequence of zero or more events is a *history*, e.g.:

| 8 dies.          |
| Mars becomes a state. |
| The property is used as a school. |

The actual mechanics of appropriately modifying a title tree in response to events are handled by an update function $\delta()$ (so named because it computes the “delta” or change in the state of the title). To update a title tree $t$ in response to an event, replace it with $\delta(t)$.

The basic idea of $\delta()$ is that the special value $\bot$ represents a portion of a title tree that has completely terminated. All of the interests it describes have ended. All it can do is pass possession onwards to the next interest ready to receive it. $\delta()$ identifies interests that have terminated, replaces them with $\bot$, and then deletes the $\bot$s from the title tree, pushing possession forward to the interests that follow them. *while* and *if* nodes do the terminating; $\rightarrow$ arrows do the pushing forward. (*to* nodes never terminate on their own; they can only be terminated by nodes above them in the tree.)

In particular, $\delta()$ is computed—and only computed—on the leftmost branch of a title tree. That is the branch leading to the currently possessory interest, and that is where the state of title could actually change.

The actual value of $\delta()$ is an example of *definition by cases*. Since a title tree $t$ could take one of five forms, $\delta(t)$ must be defined for each of those forms. So there is a line in the definition corresponding to each of the rules in the grammar for title trees.

---


88 The event itself is not formally a parameter of $\delta()$. That is because $\delta()$ must be interleaved with a function that updates the state of conditions in a title tree. See Property Conveyances, *supra* note 7 for the details.
The definitions here are the heart of Orlando, so it is worth going through them carefully.

\[ \delta(\text{to } p) = \text{to } p \]

A to by itself represents a fee simple, which cannot be affected by events because it is always possessory. Other nodes can limit a to and cause it to terminate, but the to itself is unaffected. Thus \( \delta() \) leaves it unchanged. Figure 22a illustrates.

\[ \delta(\perp) = \perp \]

A \( \perp \) represents the opposite of a fee simple: a node that cannot be affected by events because it is never possessory. Other nodes cannot revive it. Thus it too is unchanged by \( \delta() \). Figure 22b illustrates.
There are two possibilities for $t_1 \rightarrow t_2$, which are illustrated in Figure 22c.

$$\text{if } \delta(t_1) = \bot \text{ then } \delta(t_1 \rightarrow t_2) = \delta(t_2)$$

On the one hand, it might be the case that the first half of the $\rightarrow$, has terminated, i.e., that $\delta(t_1) = \bot$. If so, then possession should pass to the second half. In this case, the $\rightarrow$ itself is removed, leaving only the right-hand subtree $t_2$, which itself will now need to be updated to $\delta(t_2)$.

$$\text{if } \delta(t_1) \neq \bot \text{ then } \delta(t_1 \rightarrow t_2) = \delta(t_1) \rightarrow t_2$$

On the other hand, if the left subtree still exists, the $\rightarrow$ remains. In this case, the left subtree $t_1$ should be updated, but the right subtree $t_2$ should not. Only currently possessory interests need to be checked for termination by $\delta()$, and the right subtree has no such interests (they are all in the future).

The subcases for while and if are similar. A while terminates (i.e. is replaced with $\bot$) either if its associated condition has become false, or if the subtree beneath it has terminated. Otherwise, the subtree updates in place and the while remains. A if node is always removed when it is evaluated with $\delta()$. If the condition is true, the if is replaced with its first subtree (the “yes” branch), but if the condition is false, the if is replaced with its second subtree (the “no” branch).

These definitions capture formally the idea of interests terminating in response to events and possession passing to subsequent interests. They may seem abstract, but that is what makes them so convenient to compute with. The formal definition of $\delta()$ can be applied mechanically in a way that natural-linguistic descriptions of the rules cannot.

A detailed example will show how the rules work together. Consider the following sequence of events:

| 0 conveys to A for life, then if B is married to B for life, then to C. |
| B marries. |
| A dies. |
| B dies. |

First, consider this symbolically. The conveyance in the first line translates into the following title tree:

$$(\text{to A while A is alive}) \rightarrow (\text{if B is married then (to B while B is alive) else } \bot) \rightarrow \text{to C}$$
while A is alive → if B is married

if B is married

no

yes

⊥

→

to C

to A

while B is alive

to B

(a) to A for life, then if B is married to B for life, then to C

⊥ → if B is married

if B is married

no

yes

⊥

→

to C

while B is alive

to B

(b) A dies / while simplifies

if B is married

no

yes

⊥

→

to C

while B is alive

to B

(c) → simplifies

while B is alive

to C

to B

(d) if simplifies

⊥ → to C

(e) B dies / while simplifies

to C

to B

(f) → simplifies

Figure 23: An updating example
A’s interest is possessory. The condition \( A \text{ is alive} \) is true, so therefore \( \delta(\text{to } A) = \text{to } A \), which does not equal \( \bot \). Thus, the while \( A \text{ is alive} \) at the left does not simplify, i.e., the title tree does not immediately terminate A’s interest.

Next, B marries. This does not change the truth of the condition \( A \text{ is alive} \) or terminate to A, so the tree does not change. The truth of the condition B is married in the if changes, as does the truth of B is alive in the second while, but since they are not currently at the left, these changes are irrelevant for now. They will become relevant as they reach the left of the title tree.

The real action starts when A dies. This does change the value of the condition A is alive, which is now false. Now it is the case that \( \delta(\text{to } A \text{ while } A \text{ is alive}) \) evaluates to \( \bot \), so the overall title tree becomes:

\[ \bot \rightarrow (\text{if } B \text{ is married then } (\text{to } B \text{ while } B \text{ is alive}) \text{ else } \bot) \rightarrow \text{to } C \]

The simplifications are not yet done. Now the rule for \( \rightarrow \) kicks in, because \( \delta(\bot \rightarrow, t_2) = \delta(t_2) \). Thus, the first \( \rightarrow \) should also be removed from the tree, resulting in:

\[ (\text{if } B \text{ is married then } (\text{to } B \text{ while } B \text{ is alive}) \text{ else } \bot) \rightarrow \text{to } C \]

But wait, there’s more! Now that the if is now leftmost, the condition B is married must be checked. It is true, which means the if takes the “yes” branch, because \( \delta(\text{if true then } t_1 \text{ else } t_2) = \delta(t_1) \). The title tree is now:

\[ (\text{to } B \text{ while } B \text{ is alive}) \rightarrow \text{to } C \]

Now the (formerly second) while is at the left. But in this case, its condition is true, as B is alive. Thus the title tree does not simplify further.

Finally, B dies. This is a replay of the updates at A’s death. The condition B is alive is now false, so \( \delta(\text{to } B \text{ while } B \text{ is alive}) = \bot \). Thus the title tree becomes:

\[ \bot \rightarrow \text{to } C \]

The remaining \( \rightarrow \) drops out, just like the first one did, leaving:

\[ \text{to } C \]

Thus, after A’s and B’s deaths, C’s interest is possessory.

These symbolic computations are not difficult, just tedious. But these computations are not meant to be carried out by hand. That’s what Littleton and other computer implementations are for. The point of including them here is to show that there are
no cards hidden up our sleeves. Every step of the analysis can be made precise, explicit, and mechanical.

What is useful to people is the visualization based on it. Figure 23 shows the same example, done visually rather than symbolically.89

C. Conveyances

Orlando models the language of conveyances themselves with another grammar. Instead of generating abstract data structures, as the title-tree grammar does, the conveyance grammar generates outputs that look much more like natural language.

Title trees had one primary type $t$, because every title tree can be plugged into any title-tree-shaped hole. That’s not the case for conveyances. The their grammatical and logical structure means that there are conveyances whose parts make sense on their own but not together, like to A and his heirs for life, but if to B while B is married then to C. Instead, conveyances have a few distinct types:

- A conveyance like 0 conveys to A for life, then to B until Mars becomes a state expresses a transfer from a grantor to various recipients.
- A grant like to A and her heirs creates an interest. One of the most striking things about the conveyance grammar is that individual granting clauses like to B for life and combinations of granting clauses like to C for life, then to D for life play the same grammatical role.
- A quantum like for life or and his heirs describes what estate an individual grant creates.
- A condition like B is married or A survives B expresses in words a logical condition.
- A limitation like until Mars becomes a state or while B is married uses a condition to terminate an interest.
- A few miscellaneous types round out the list. A conveyance can contain a person like Tilda, a pronoun like her, or a natural number $n$ like 2 or 10.

89 The “yes” and ”no” branches in the if have been swapped for clarity, but the semantics are the same whichever is drawn on top.
The first rule in the conveyance grammar is the only one for conveyances as a whole:

\[ \text{conveyance} \Rightarrow \text{owner conveys grant} \]

It says that a conveyance consists of a person followed by the keyword conveys followed by a grant. For example:

\[ \text{conveyance} \Rightarrow \text{Owner conveys to Alice} \]

The first part is easy to fill in: person can be Owner or 0 or any valid name. And conveys is always just itself.

But a grant is another and different conveyance. For now, consider the first two:

\[ \text{grant} \Rightarrow \text{to person quantum} \]
\[ \text{grant} \Rightarrow \text{grant then grant} \]

The first option says that a grant can consists of the keyword to followed by a person and a quantum. In lawyers’ lingo, to person is the “words of purchase” describing who receives the interest and quantum the “words of limitation” describing what estate they receive. So to Alice and her heirs is a valid granting clause; so is to B for life. For example:

\[ \text{grant} \Rightarrow \text{to Alice for life} \]

This is not the only option for a grant, which could also consist of two granting clauses, separated by the keyword then.\(^90\) For example:

\[ \text{grant} \Rightarrow \text{to Alice for life then to Bob} \]

This option is the one that makes the grammar powerful enough to write indefinitely long conveyances creating arbitrarily large numbers of interests. Because this rule could be applied recursively, one of the two grants could itself consist of two grants, one or both of which could consist of two more, and so on. Anywhere that a conveyance could contain a single granting clause, it could contain two, three, four, or more of them.

Next consider the rules for a quantum, which specifies the duration of an interest.

\[ \text{quantum} \Rightarrow \text{and pronoun heirs} \]
\[ \text{quantum} \Rightarrow \text{for life} \]

\(^90\) Littleton allows for optional commas between granting clauses, but for simplicity they are not listed in the formal grammar for Orlando.
These are familiar phrases. The language and ... heirs specifies a fee simple. The language for life specifies a life estate measured by the life of the grantee.

While we are at it, we can also say a bit more about valid names and pronouns.

\[
\text{person} \quad \Rightarrow \quad O | A | B | C | \ldots | Alice | Bob | \ldots
\]
\[
\text{pronoun} \quad \Rightarrow \quad \text{her} | \text{his} | \text{hir} | \text{their} | \text{zir} | \ldots
\]

A person consists of any single-letter pseudonym like A, B, O, and so on, or any given name like Alice, Bob Terwilliger, and many others. Littleton allows a person to be one or more words, each of which begins with a capital letter.\(^{91}\) A pronoun can be any single word, like her or zir.\(^{92}\)

Like the title-tree grammar, the conveyance grammar gives a procedure for generating valid expressions. Start with a variable conveyance that represents an arbitrary conveyance. Now apply one of the rules of the grammar to expand a variable. In this case, there is only one variable and exactly one applicable rule, so that conveyance expands to owner conveys grant. Now apply another rule to one of the remaining variables, e.g. expand person into Owner, yielding Owner conveys grant. Apply another rule to a variable, say expanding grant into grant then grant. Repeat, replacing a variable in the current conveyance by the right-hand-side of a rule applicable to it as as needed, until there are no variables left to expand. Here is an example, one that generates our by-now familiar friend: a life estate followed

\(^{91}\) The specific set of valid names is not further defined here, since the details are unimportant. All that matters is that Alice is always Alice, and that Alice and Bob are distinct.

\(^{92}\) Cf. Sprowl, supra note 54, at 48-49 (describing a program that asks about a testator’s and spouse’s preferred pronouns, but then discarding it in favor of one that asks whether the testator is male and assigns pronouns “assuming, of course, a heterosexual marriage”). We submit that Littleton’s is the better approach; it is both more respectful and computationally simpler.
by a remainder.

\[
\text{conveyance} \Rightarrow \text{person conveys grant} \Rightarrow \text{Owner conveys grant} \Rightarrow \text{Owner conveys grant then grant} \Rightarrow \text{Owner conveys to person quantum then grant} \Rightarrow \text{Owner conveys to Alice quantum then grant} \Rightarrow \text{Owner conveys to Alice for life then grant} \Rightarrow \text{Owner conveys to Alice for life then to person quantum} \Rightarrow \text{Owner conveys to Alice for life then to Bob quantum} \Rightarrow \text{Owner conveys to Alice for life then to Bob and his heirs}
\]

Littleton runs this process in reverse; it starts from the text of a conveyance like the one in the last line and reconstructs the sequence of rules that yielded it. This process, called parsing, tells Littleton what the linguistic structure of a conveyance is, and how its parts fit together.93

D. Translation

The final piece of the formalization of Orlando is the conversion from conveyances to title trees. This is carried out by a translation function written using a new kind of notation:

\[
[\text{to A for life}]_O = \text{to A while A is alive}
\]

The double (or “denotation”) brackets [] are computer-science notation to indicate the meaning or translation of the expression that appears between the brackets.94 They describe a function from conveyances to title trees.95 That is, the title tree fragment on the right hand side of the = is the translation of the conveyance fragment on the left hand side between the double brackets. (The subscript on the brackets keeps track of information abut the context—in this case, who the grantor is.)

Just as the update function \( \delta() \) is defined by cases on the title tree grammar, the translation function [] is defined by cases on the conveyance grammar. Every rule in the conveyance grammar has a corresponding translation rule. In this approach, which is known as syntax-directed translation, there is exactly one translation rule applicable for each syntactic option, so the translation is fully determined by the syntax of an expression.96 For example, here are the grammar and translation rules for two successive granting clauses linked by then.

\[
\text{grant} \Rightarrow \text{grant then grant} \\
[\text{grant}_1 \text{ then grant}_2]_o = [\text{grant}_1]_o \mapsto [\text{grant}_2]_o
\]

Just as a grant is formed by recursively applying grammar rules, so too is \([\text{grant}]\) recursively computed by recursively applying translation rules. And just as a grant can consist of grant then grant, when it does, the value of \([\text{grant}_1 \text{ then grant}_2]\) is computed from \([\text{grant}_1]\) and \([\text{grant}_2]\). The process of translating a

94 The notation is required to deal with a nuance of quotation. Using denotation brackets to describe a function indicates that keywords such as “for life” are to be read literally when the function is computed, but variables such as “\(p\)” are to be replaced with their values. The symbol was chosen because it was available on the typewriter the computer scientist Dana Scott was using at the time. Brian Rabern, The History of the Use of [J.K]-Notation in Natural Language Semantics, 9 SEMANTICS & PRAGMATICS 12 (2016).

95 We omit the details of Littleton parses the string of characters describing a conveyance to recognize which translation rules apply. The high-level version is that it first translates the language of a conveyance into a abstract syntax tree (AST) that describes which rules of the conveyance grammar were used to generate it. The AST is to the text of a conveyance as the visual diagram of a title tree is to its symbolic description. So to be more precise, the translation function is a function from ASTs to title trees. See Property Conveyances, supra note 7 (documenting Orlando ASTs and the translation function).

96 See AHO, LAM, SETHI & ULLMAN, supra note 93 (discussing syntax-directed translation).
conveyance just consists of applying \( \mathbb{O} \) to successively smaller portions of a conveyance, as in the following example:

\[
\begin{align*}
& \quad \mathbb{O} \left[ \text{to } A \text{ for life, then to } B \text{ and her heirs} \right] \\
& = \quad \mathbb{O} \left[ \text{to } A \text{ for life} \right] \mathbb{O} \left[ \text{to } B \text{ and her heirs} \right] \\
& = \quad (\text{to } A \text{ while } A \text{ is alive}) \mathbb{O} \left[ \text{to } B \text{ and her heirs} \right] \\
& = \quad (\text{to } A \text{ while } A \text{ is alive}) \mathbb{O} \left[ \text{to } B \text{ true} \right] \\
& = \quad (\text{to } A \text{ while } A \text{ is alive}) \mathbb{O} \text{ to } B
\end{align*}
\]

The resulting title tree, shown in Figure 24, should look familiar.

This systematic dependence of the meaning of larger compound expressions on the meanings of smaller and simpler subexpressions contained within them is known as *compositionality*, and it is an important part of what makes an approach based in programming-language theory so fruitful.  

\( 97 \)

E. Conclusion

This completes the initial survey of Orlando. It is not a complete presentation; indeed, it is not even a complete presentation of the fragment of core Orlando documented in the Appendix. Instead, it is meant to give a clear sense of what Orlando does and how it does it. The rest is, more or less, more of the same.

How much more? The core subset of Orlando in the Appendix also includes rules to generate and process special limitations (e.g., to \( A \) until \( A \) marries), executory limitations (e.g., to \( A \), but if \( B \) graduates college to \( B \)), conditions subsequent (e.g., to \( A \), but if the property is used as a school the grantor may reenter), implied reversions (e.g., as in \( O \) conveys to \( A \) for life), and successive conveyances, (e.g., \( O \) conveys to \( A \) for life, then to \( B \)).

A conveys to C.). The full version of Orlando as implemented in Littleton handles far more, including:

- Estates for a term of years and in fee tail, including disentailment by conveyance of a fee simple.
- Simplification, which removes unreachable interests from the title tree so that it more closely reflects the state of title as a lawyer would describe it.
- Naming of interests (e.g., “remainder in fee simple subject to executory limitation”).
- Vesting and the Rule Against Perpetuities.
- Miscellaneous doctrines, such as the Rule in Shelley’s Case, the Doctrine of Worthier Title, and merger.
- Concurrent interests as tenancies in common, joint tenancies, and tenancies by the entireties.
- Wills, intestacy, and escheat. 98
- Class gifts (e.g., to the children of A), vesting subject to open, and the rule of convenience.

The fragment discussed in this Part is just the tip of the iceberg. But it is made of the same frozen H₂O as the rest; if you understand how Orlando and Littleton model a life estate, you understand how it is possible for them to model everything else.

IV. Lessons for Property Law

Why teach future interests to a computer?, you may be wondering. Hasn’t the poor thing suffered enough already?

Most obviously, we hope that Orlando and Littleton will help property scholars better understand the doctrinal rules of future interests. Orlando’s rules are precise and concise; they make it easy to see how a special limitation differs from an executory limitation, how a reversion differs from a possibility of...

reverter. Whether they read Orlando’s rules or simply use Littleton to analyze conveyances, scholars may see a familiar subject in fresh ways. Future interests are the right hybrid of simple and complex to be illuminated by formalization.\(^{99}\)

We also hope that Littleton will be useful as a teaching tool.\(^{100}\) Teachers can generate expository diagrams in seconds and walk their students through the consequences of various contingencies. Some people are visual learners; having a good, consistent, visualization tool will help them understand how future interests fit together. In particular, because Littleton is interactive, it enables students to learn through self-directed exploration. The student wondering What happens if A dies? can type A dies and find out. Teachers and students can use Littleton without even knowing that Orlando exists.\(^{101}\)

More profoundly, the fact that future interests can be formalized as a programming language provides deeper insights into property theory. For example, the fact that Orlando uses only a small and carefully defined set of title-tree node types validates the idea that property law follows the \textit{numerus clausus} principle—that property interests come only in a set of specific predefined forms. This Part considers what Orlando has to say to Property scholars. It explains the design philosophy behind Orlando and Littleton, describes how they can illuminate specific property doctrines, and discusses the broader systemic insights they offers into property-law theory.

\textit{A. Design Principles}

Before discussing what Orlando and Littleton have to say about property law, it will be helpful to say a bit about why they are the way they are.

\(^{99}\) \textit{See} TAXMAN, \textit{supra} note 20, at 842-43.

\(^{100}\) On teaching AI and law, see Kevin D. Ashley, \textit{Teaching Law and Digital Age Legal Practice with an AI and Law Seminar}, 88 CHI.-KENT L. REV. 783 (2012).

\(^{101}\) For more interesting recent work on generating teaching problems automatically, see Lawsky Practice Problems, \textit{supra} note 77.
1. Orlando

Orlando title trees have a number of overlapping design principles. First, they are **minimal**. The core language of title trees is as small as possible. This makes it easier to get the semantics right. Compared with the dozens of distinct interests possible under the traditional naming system, a core set of five title-tree node types is clean and easy to reason about.

Relatedly, the semantics of title trees are **simple**. The update function $\delta()$ can be defined in a handful of lines. It is also easy to define functions on title trees (like the path analyses of reachability and vesting) and be confident that they are correct. Simplicity makes it easier to teach how Orlando works, and easier to create implementations like Littleton.

The core title-tree node types are also **orthogonal**. Each node type implements a different concept: it does one thing and one thing only. A $\mathbf{to}$ node represents ownership, and $\bot$ represents its absence. A $\mathbf{while}$ represents termination: events can cause an interest to come to an end. An $\mathbf{if}$ represents choice: either A or B but not both. And a $\mathbf{\rightarrow}$ represents sequencing: A follows B, in that order. They are good primitives because they don’t mix concepts: a while node terminates without having to worry about what comes next.

Simplicity and orthogonality help make title trees **modular**. The node types can be freely combined. $t_1$ and $t_2$ in $t_1 \rightarrow t_2$ can be anything; there are no hidden restrictions on what kinds of nodes can appear in them. This means that title trees are loosely coupled; there are no confusing or hard-to-model interactions between remote parts of one. Functions like $\delta()$ can treat subtrees as black boxes, without needing to look inside at their details.

---

102 See SEBESTA, supra note 16, at 9 (“Orthogonality in a programming language means that a relatively small set of primitive constructs can be combined in a relatively small number of ways to build the control and data structures of the language.”).


104 Some authors treat modularity as a part of orthogonality. See SEBESTA, supra note 16, at 9 (“Furthermore, every possible combination of primitives is legal and meaningful.”).
Despite this, title trees are expressive: they suffice to model a wide variety of estates and future interests. A complicated property concept like “fee simple subject to condition subsequent” can be broken down into a suitable combination of title tree nodes. Expressivity is a design constraint; orthogonality and modularity are ways of achieving it despite minimality and simplicity.

And finally—and this is necessarily more subjective—title trees are faithful to the property-law concepts they model. A title tree bears a close resemblance to the conveyance it comes from—not perfect, but close. The translation rules are also minimal, simple, orthogonal, and modular. The translation of conveyances into title trees respects their structure.

Taken all together, these properties describe an elusive notion of elegance in programming-language design. An elegant language is mathematically clean but also easy to use; it enables a programmer to see at a glance how their code will work and what it will do.\textsuperscript{105} The theoretical core of programming-language theory—the “lambda calculus” invented by logician Alonzo Church in the 1930s—has just three primitive operations and its semantics has only one rule, but it is expressive enough to model any program in any programming language, and clean enough that computer scientists use it to explain concepts to each other.\textsuperscript{106} Orlando’s title trees aren’t on that level of exquisite elegance, but we have tried to make them as elegant as we could.

\textsuperscript{105} On elegance in software, see generally Beautiful Code (Andrew Oram & Greg Wilson eds., 2007), and in particular Yukihiro Matsumoto, Treating Code as an Essay (Nevin Thompson trans.), in id. at 477.

2. Littleton

Littleton is primarily implemented in about 3,000 lines of code in the OCaml programming language.\textsuperscript{107} It is designed as a web app; the user interface is a mixture of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. The back-end OCaml code is compiled to JavaScript, which means that it runs entirely in the user’s browser. The official site at https://conveyanc.es includes include three versions of Littleton: (1) a live online version that anyone can use, (2) the complete source code for anyone to copy and modify, and (3) a prebuilt version that anyone can copy to their own server and run.

Compared with more familiar languages such as C, Python, and Java, OCaml may seem like an unusual choice. Three features of OCaml, however, make it particularly well-suited for writing DSL interpreters like Littleton.

First, OCaml is \textit{functional}.\textsuperscript{108} An OCaml program is not a sequence of steps to execute—\textit{do this, then do that}. Instead, it consists almost entirely of functions to be evaluated. All of the important parts of Littleton are described and implemented as functions. This leads to a close correspondence between the functional definitions of Orlando and their implementation in Littleton. The translation function and the update function are both functions in Littleton's source code. So are the functions that compute reachability and vesting along paths, the function that derives a human-readable name from an interest, and many more. Adding a new feature is generally a matter of defining a

\textsuperscript{107} See generally Andrew W. Appel, Modern Compiler Implementation in ML (1998) (describing the implementation of compilers and interpreters in the ML language, form which OCaml is derived).

new mathematical function and then translating that function into OCaml code. This has helped immensely with rapid prototyping of different possible approaches.

Second, OCaml is **strongly typed**. Data comes in many different types. In Orlando, types include conditions, title trees, and conveyances. In other programming languages, types often include integers, strings, and lists. Some languages allow programmers to store any kind of data in any variables and manipulate it freely. Sometimes, this leads to type conflicts, where the programmer tries to combine incompatible types of data, like trying to add the number 5 and the string `hello good sir`, which can cause bugs and crashes. OCaml checks the type of every variable and every piece of data when a program is compiled, and produces an error then, rather than later when the program is run. This means that many kinds of bugs are caught and prevented early. Strong typing helped us be careful, for example, to keep conveyances and title trees distinct. For programs (like Littleton) that interpret other programs (like conveyances), this strict separation between different types of data is quite helpful in preventing subtle design mistakes.
Third, OCaml uses a powerful form of \textit{pattern-matching}.\footnote{See Minsky & Weeks, \textit{supra} note 36 (explaining pattern-matching); \textit{see also} \textit{TAXMAN}, \textit{supra} note 20, at 855 (discussing use of pattern-matching in \textit{TAXMAN}).} For a kind of data—like a title tree—that comes only in one of a finite number of forms, OCaml lets programmers define functions by cases on those forms. For example, the Orlando function $\delta()$ is defined by cases on a title tree. Compare its definition with the OCaml code implementing it in Figure 25. This simply \textit{is} the definition of $\delta()$, transposed into slightly different notation. Other core parts of Littleton, like the translation and simplification code, are similarly transparent. Again, this is particularly useful when writing programming-language interpreters. It is easy to implement mathematical semantic definitions and to confirm that the implementation matches the definition. We took advantage of this simplicity to experiment with dozens of different definitions on our way to the final version of Orlando.

\textbf{B. Insights into Property Doctrine}

Formalization has a disciplining effect; it forces implementors to be precise about the meaning and behavior of constructions, and this in turn helps users to be precise about what they intend. This subsection discusses three ways in which a formalized approach helps clarify specific doctrinal rules.

\textbf{1. Defaults}

There are several linguistic subtleties associated with parsing life estates. One of them is that a conveyance can create an interest with no explicitly specified quantum. The words \textit{to A} by themselves are sufficient to give A an interest. So Orlando includes the grammar rule:

$$quantum \rightarrow \epsilon$$

which says that a \textit{quantum} can consist of $\epsilon$, a standard computer-science notation for the “empty string,” i.e. no characters, not even a space. ($\epsilon$ is to conveyances as $\bot$ is to title trees.) The grammar uses it as a placeholder to represent the default quantum that an interest has when none is given.

But this begs the question: what \textit{is} the default quantum? This is one of the classic doctrinal gotchas taught to Property
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[and... heirs]}_p &= \text{true} \\
\text{[e]}_p &= p \text{ is alive} \\
\text{[for life]}_p &= p \text{ is alive} \\
\text{[for the life of q]}_p &= q \text{ is alive}
\end{align*}
\]

(a) Default quantum (older rule)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[and... heirs]}_p &= \text{true} \\
\text{[e]}_p &= \text{true} \\
\text{[for life]}_p &= p \text{ is alive} \\
\text{[for the life of q]}_p &= q \text{ is alive}
\end{align*}
\]

(b) Default quantum (modern rule)

Figure 26: Two different translation rules

students. Well into the 20th century, some courts held that a bare grant of the form to A with no words explicitly describing the quantum of interest being granted was held to effectively create a life estate.\(^{110}\) But over time that default flipped, and the modern rule is that it creates a fee simple.\(^ {111}\)

Orlando models this shift by using two different translation rules. Compare the two sets of translation rules in Figure 26. In the former, which corresponds to the earlier doctrine, the language to A creates a life estate, just like to A for life does. In the latter, which corresponds to the modern doctrine, the language to A creates a fee simple, just like to A and their heirs does. Neither definition is correct or incorrect in the abstract; each of them is useful for modeling a different set of legal rules. Formalization makes this doctrinal change over time easy to see and easy to describe. Note that the two sets of rules differ in exactly one line; this change is a nice example of modularity in that it does not affect the rest of Orlando or of property law.


while C does not marry \[\rightarrow\] to C

while A is alive \[\rightarrow\] to B

while A is alive \[\rightarrow\] while C does not marry \[\rightarrow\] to C

(a) (to A for life, then to B), but if C marries to C

(b) to A for life, then (to B, but if C marries to C)

Figure 27: Two alternative title trees

Concretely, Littleton implements both sets of translation rules for a default quantum. The modern rule is enabled by default. But a configuration setting in Littleton allows the user to toggle between the earlier preference for a life estate and the modern preference for a fee simple.

2. Syntactic Ambiguity

For another kind of ambiguity lurking beneath the surface of the usual informal presentation of future interests, consider the grant

to A for life, then to B, but if C marries to C

If A dies and then C marries, it is clear that C’s interest should divest B’s. But what if C marries while A is still alive? Is A or C entitled to possession? Is A’s interest also subject to this executory limitation in favor of C? This is a scope problem. The limitation could have broad scope and apply to both A’s interest and B’s, i.e.:

(to A for life, then to B), but if C marries to C

or it could have narrow scope and apply only to B’s, i.e:

(to A for life, then (to B, but if C marries to C)

The two diagrams in Figure 27 depict the two possibilities.
It is not the case that one of these diagrams is right and the other is wrong. There are conveyances in which a broad scope is appropriate and intended; there are conveyances in which a narrow scope is appropriate and intended. A language for modeling conveyances should not force one choice or the other. It should support both, just as it supports both fees simple and life estates.

Thus, the grammatical rule for executory limitations makes explicit which clauses are subject to them.

\[
\text{grant} \Rightarrow \text{grant}_1 \text{ but if condition grant}_2
\]

This rule looks like the \text{then} rule, and it seems like it adopts broad scope: every interest before the executory limitation is subject to it. But that is not quite what it says. Instead, whatever granting clauses are generated by \text{grant}_1 are subject to the executory limitation \text{condition}. Consider the two derivations in Figures 28, in which parentheses have been added between the two steps in the derivation. The parentheses, like the parentheses in \((10 \times 2) + 3\) and \(10 \times (2 + 3)\), clarify which of two possible interpretations is correct. Note that in the first derivation, with narrow scope, only one of the two interests before the \text{but if} was generated from \text{grant}_1 in this rule.

From a formal perspective, the scope ambiguity matters because the semantics of \text{but if} are not \text{associative}. Compare the semantics of \text{then}, which are associative. Consider the conveyance

\[
to A \text{ for life, then to B for life, then to C}
\]
which can be understood as

\[
\text{to } A \text{ for life, then } (\text{to } B \text{ for life, then to } C)
\]

or as

\[
(\text{to } A \text{ for life, then to } B \text{ for life}), \text{ then to } C
\]

In this case, the syntactic ambiguity does not matter and the resulting title trees will be semantically equivalent. The keyword \textit{then} and its translation, operator \(\rightarrow\), are associative in the same way that addition is: \(2 + (3 + 4) = (2 + 3) + 4\). It does not matter where the parentheses go. This is not an accident. The relationship “\(x\) comes before \(y\)” is naturally captured by an associative operator, and the definition of \(\delta()\) has been carefully chosen so that it is associative: \(x \rightarrow (y \rightarrow z)\) behaves identically to \((x \rightarrow y) \rightarrow z\). But the relationship of one interest divesting a previous one is not naturally associative, which produces a recurring scope ambiguity, which Orlando deals with using explicit parentheses.

3. “Theorems” of Property Law

Orlando’s definitions are mathematical. They are written using the dialect of mathematical notation used by programming-language theorists, and they describe Orlando’s syntax and semantics in terms of abstract mathematical structures. This isn’t just a notational convenience; it opens up new ways to reason about Orlando programs, and thus about property law.

For example, consider the proposition that a fee simple is perpetual. More precisely, after any possible sequence of events, the owner of a fee simple will still hold a fee simple. Let us write this out formally in mathematical notation. Let \(h\) refer to a history: a sequence of events. And let \(\Delta_h(t)\) be the result of using \(\delta()\) to update the title tree \(t\) with the events in the history \(h\), one at a time.\(^{112}\) Then the proposition that a fee simple is perpetual is the proposition that the following equation holds for all possible histories \(h\):

\[
\Delta_h(\text{to } p) = \text{to } p
\]

The proof is by mathematical induction: if the equation holds for the history with no events and it holds on a history with \(n + 1\)

\(^{112}\) \(\Delta()\) is the “capitalized” version of \(\delta()\): it is \(\delta()\) applied to multiple events. For the details of how \(\Delta_h()\) is defined, see Property Conveyances, \textit{supra} note 7.
events whenever it holds on a history with \( n \) events, then it holds for all histories, regardless of how many events they contain.\textsuperscript{113}

Start with the case where \( h \) contains no events. Then it is trivially true that \( \Delta_h(\text{to } p) = \text{to } p \) because the title tree does not need to be updated when there are no events to update it with.

Now consider the case where \( h \) contains \( n + 1 \) events. Then we can rewrite \( \Delta_h(\text{to } p) \) as \( \Delta_e(\Delta_{h'}(\text{to } p)) \), where \( h' \) is the first \( n \) events in \( h \) and \( e \) is the most recent event. I.e., first update the title tree with \( h' \) and then update it with \( e \). But we are allowed to assume that \( \Delta_{h'}(\text{to } p) = \text{to } p \), because \( h' \) has only \( n \) events in it. So \( \Delta_e(\Delta_{h'}(\text{to } p)) = \Delta_e(\text{to } p) \). To update a title tree by a single event \( e \), we evaluate \( \delta() \) on the tree after the event takes place. But by the definition of \( \delta() \) for \( \text{to} \) nodes, \( \delta(\text{to } p) = \text{to } p \) regardless of what \( e \) is. Thus we have established

\[
\Delta_h(\text{to } p) = \Delta_e(\Delta_{h'}(\text{to } p)) = \Delta_e(\text{to } p) = \text{to } p
\]

which completes the proof that the equation holds where \( h \) contains \( n + 1 \) events.

This is a comparatively simple proof. Other proofs about programming languages use more sophisticated forms of induction, other types of semantics, and even computer assistance. In previous work directed at computer scientists, we formalized four other “theorems” of property law: that ownership is unambiguous; first in time, \textit{nemo dat quod non habet}; first in right; and conservation of estates.\textsuperscript{114}

This is a novel way of thinking about familiar heuristics, which gives old claims about property law a new kind of theoretical content. These proofs do not mean that judges would find that a particular person has a right to possession. Mathematical proofs do not establish legal propositions.\textsuperscript{115} But they can help to show that Orlando is a faithful model of property law. A legal proposition—a \textit{fee simple is perpetual}—can be given a precise formulation as a claim about the behavior of an Orlando program, and that formulation can be proven true given Orlando’s definitions. So we have rigorous assurance that Orlando satisfies important desiderata of a model of property law.

More ambitiously, restating claims about doctrine in terms of claims about formal programming-linguistic models can help

\textsuperscript{113} \textit{See} Sipser, \textit{supra} note 82, at 23 (explaining mathematical induction).

\textsuperscript{114} \textit{See} Property Conveyances, \textit{supra} note 7.

\textsuperscript{115} \textit{See} TAXMAN, \textit{supra} note 20, at 841.
clarify the content of those claims and make the points of disagreement among scholars more evident. The leading future-interests scholars of the first half of the twentieth century conducted a lengthy and arid debate over how to classify the interest held by the residuary devisee of a will to A for life, then to those of A’s children who survive A. The issue might have been joined more clearly and conclusively if they had made their arguments with dueling semantics that reduced their various positions to a common (programming) language.

C. Insights into Property Theory

Orlando holds a mirror up to the common-law system of estates and future interests. Some things are easier to see from another angle. Modeling conveyances as a programming language helps to explain property law. In particular, three features of property law noted by Thomas W. Merrill and Henry E. Smith are thrown into sharp relief.

1. The Numerus Clausus

First, property law is subject to the \textit{numerus clausus} (Latin for “closed number”): interests in property can exist only in a finite number of forms. Property lawyers and their clients must work within the existing forms. Consider the case of \textit{Johnson v. Whiton}, where Royal Whiton’s will purported to create an estate “to . . . Sarah A. Whiton and her heirs on her father’s side.” As Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr. put it, “A man cannot create a new kind of inheritance. . . [I]f the words ‘on her father’s side’

\footnotesize
\begin{itemize}
  \item [116] See Wythe Holt, \textit{The Testator Who Gave Away Less Than All He or She Had: Perversions in the Law of Future Interests}, 32 ALA. L. REV. 69, 84 (1980) (reviewing and criticizing their answers, and proposing that it be called a “perversion”).
\end{itemize}
side’ do not effect the purpose intended, they are to be rejected, leaving the estate a fee simple . . . “.118

Orlando embraces the *numerus clausus* with a vengeance. The acceptable forms of conveyances are limited to those generated by Orlando’s conveyance grammar. Unless the language of a conveyance can be fit into one of the allowable patterns, it is not valid Orlando syntax, and Littleton will not attempt to interpret it. Similarly, the acceptable forms of interests are limited to those that can exist in a title tree generated by its title-tree grammar. Here is the code in Littleton that defines title trees:

```plaintext
type t =
| Bottom
| Atom of interest
| Seq of t * t
| While of source * condition * t
| If of condition * t * t
```

In programming-language terms, this code defines the type of title trees; it says that a title tree can have one of these five forms, and no others. The *numerus clausus*, in other words, is a statement about the types of property law.119

The restriction on allowable wording is a feature of programming languages, not a feature of property law. A perfectly plausible English-language conveyance like “I hereby convey to my beloved nephew Geoffrey forever and ever, and to his heirs successors and assigns, to have and to hold, free and clear, as their own property” is not part of the fragment of conveyancing Orlando and Littleton attempt to model. To be clear, lawyers and judges might recognize this as creating a fee simple in Geoffrey, and computer scientists might attempt to write a natural-language-processing system that could infer that this language creates a fee simple. But that is not part of this project; we have focused on the underlying legal structure, rather than all possible nuances of natural language.

In contrast, the restriction on allowable interests very much is a feature of property law.120 Littleton never reports that a title tree corresponds to a new or unknown kind of interest; it can

---

119 See generally Pierce, supra note 85 (discussing type theory).
120 The reason for the *numerus clausus* principle is more disputed than its existence. Compare Optimal Standardization, supra note 117 (information
fit any possible title tree into the finite framework of property law. There is no node or combination of nodes that corresponds to Royal Whiton’s desire to restrict Sarah Whiton’s interest to her heirs “on her father’s side.” That Orlando and Littleton shoehorn every interest into the few forms of title trees they recognizes is a feature, not a bug, because that is how property law works.

Orlando also shows that the *numerus clausus* is far less restrictive than it seems. The forms of title trees are extraordinarily general. An interest can be subjected to arbitrary conditions on how it starts and ends, and interests can be combined in arbitrarily long chains. The common-law catalog of allowable interests (herein of “remainder in fee simple subject to executory limitation”) is misleading because it is a catalog of names. By modeling the functional behavior of interests, rather than starting from their familiar names, Orlando shows how it is possible to work with great flexibility using only the basic elements provided by property law. Some kinds of ownership—like Royal Whiton’s patriarchal folly—are still unrepresentable. But more is possible within the common-law system than it seems at first.

2. Recursivity

Merrill and Smith observe that the system of future interests is *recursive*:

> These rules can feed into themselves. For example, a fee simple can be physically divided and divided yet again, or a lessee can create a sublease and the sublessee a (sub)sublease, etc.¹²¹

They note that recursivity is a feature of natural languages,¹²² and in their casebook they observe that it is a feature of programming languages as well.¹²³ So it is with Orlando. The conveyance grammar is recursive: a granting clause be expanded

---


¹²² *Optimal Standardization, supra* note 117, at 36-37.

into pair of granting clauses joined by then, and these granting clauses can be expanded again, and so on an indefinitely large number of times. And the title tree grammar is recursive, too: every while, if, and → can be expanded into any title tree. Correctly capturing the recursivity of future interests was a key design principle for Orlando.

More than that, Orlando sheds light on how property law is recursive. The legal language of conveyances is recursive in the same way way that Orlando’s conveyance grammar is recursive: arbitrarily long sequences of granting clauses can be strung together. And the legal relations of future interests are recursive in the same way that Orlando’s title trees are: title can be carved up into arbitrarily large numbers of successive interests. Orlando shows that these two kinds of recursivity are closely related, because its syntax-directed translation of conveyances into title trees maps recursive rules of the one into recursive rules of the other. Property law can accommodate recursively divided ownership, but the actual work of division is done by property language, which partakes of natural language’s recursivity. Orlando foregrounds and formalizes that relationship.

As Merrill and Smith point out, the analogy to natural language breaks down because natural language is far more flexible. But this is precisely where a formal treatment based in programming language theory can be more faithful to the domain being modeled than the usual linguistic characterizations lawyers trade in. Students who have spent months learning to look for ambiguities in the language of a legal test and to challenge the application of every rule are often frustrated to encounter a legal domain with bright-line rules that leave little room for argument. In this respect, the notorious inflexibility of computer programming may be an accurate reflection of the law of future interests.

3. Modularity

Smith has argued at length that private law in general and property law in particular make extensive use of modularity to economize on information costs. By decomposing legal re-

---

124 Optimal Standardization, supra note 117, at 37-38.
125 See Law of Things, supra note 121; Standardization, supra note 117; Optimal Standardization, supra note 117; Henry E. Smith, ModularIty in
relationships into weakly coupled units, modularity makes it possible for actors to focus on the small number of modules that directly affect them, without having to worry about the legal consequences of other more remote modules.\textsuperscript{126} Where the \textit{numerus clausus} emphasizes the standardization of individual modules, modularity emphasizes the separability of modules from each other. In property law, Smith focuses on the way in which discrete and distinguishable “legal things” mediate property rights. Some of these things are pre-legal, socially defined things like chairs, cars, and plots of land. Some of them are legally distinguishable interests in the same thing, like a life estate and remainder in the same plot of land.

Orlando emphasizes the existing modularity of property law by demonstrating how loosely coupled the multiple interests in the same piece of property truly are. The statement that a life estate must be followed by a remainder or reversion expresses a non-modularity of future interests: distinct modules can interact only in certain ways. But Orlando’s title-tree node types are fully modular and orthogonal; they are not so restricted. The rule about life estates and remainders is a rule of how we talk about property interests, not a rule about how property interests function.

The same is true of the conveyance grammar. If one starts from the cumbersome common-law names, then tries to create them using appropriate granting language while respecting the rules about what can follow what, the result is a linguistic dumpster fire. But Orlando’s conveyance grammar rules are simple and orthogonal; there are no long-distance dependencies between different parts of a conveyance. The only informa-

while B has not graduated → to O

(a) to A until B graduates college, then to O gives A a fee simple determinable

while B has not graduated → to B

(b) to A until B graduates college, then to B gives A a fee simple with executory limitation

while B has not graduated → to B

(c) to A, but if B graduates college to B gives A a fee simple subject to executory limitation

Figure 29: One interest with three different names.

The situation that must be remembered during translation is the identity of the grantor, for classifying interests as being retained or non-retained, and for inserting implied reversions. The legal rules for parsing conveyances are about as modular as anything expressed by natural language can be; they have merely been obscured under accumulated layers of overly fussy description. Much of the confusion about the workings of the system of estates and future interests arises not because the substantive rules are complicated and arbitrary, but because the naming rules are complicated and arbitrary.

For example, compare the conveyances (1) to A until B graduates college, then to O, (2) to A until B graduates college, then to B, and (3) to A, but if B graduates college to B. As depicted in Figure 29, they generate structurally identical title trees. The only thing that varies is who takes possession after B graduates, and the specific language of the grant. And yet A's fee simple is "determinable" in (1) because it is followed by
an interest in the grantor, and "subject to an executory limitation" in (3) because it is followed by an interest in a transferee. The Restatement complicates things even further by insisting that A's fee simple in (2) is "with" an executory limitation because the limitation is stated in the grant creating A's interest, while it is "subject to" an executory limitation in (3) because the limitation is stated in a subsequent grant.127 There is a useful terminological distinction between O’s reversion in (1) and B’s executory interest in (2) and (3), as executory interests are subject to the Rule Against Perpetuities and reversions are not. But there is nothing useful to be gained by describing A’s functionally identical interest three different ways depending on the context.

Conclusion

We have turned future interests into a programming language. Or perhaps they were one already. One interpretation of the notorious driness of the subject is that generations of courts and scholars had distilled its doctrines into a nearly pure form, one closer to logic than to experience. Since before the Restatement (First) was published, reformers have been calling for a dramatic simplification of the system of estates and future interests.128 Maybe the task is smaller than it seems.

127 Compare Restatement (First) of Prop. § 46 (1936) [hereinafter Restatement (First)] (“subject to”), with Restatement (First), supra, § 47 (“with”).

Future interests are just the start. Formalizing legal rules as a programming language can clarify their conceptual structure in a way that other approaches do not. Elegant algorithms are often not just correct, but self-evidently correct, and the process of finding them “adds a strong dose of precision and rigor” to legal analysis. Fresh insights await as more parts of law are subjected to this new type of scholarly scrutiny.

We believe that Orlando offers a firm theoretical foundation for future research in formalizing property law. Orlando’s title trees can easily be extended with new node types—for example, perhaps with a common node to indicate concurrent ownership in a tenancy in common—without requiring any changes to existing node types. And Orlando’s conveyance grammar can easily be extended with new rules to allow conveyances to create these new nodes. The following is just a partial list of topics that strike us as ripe for formalization in an extension of Orlando:

- The feudal system that preceded the one Orlando currently formalizes, with moving parts like seisin, subinfeudation and substitution, homage, and feudal incidents.
- Equitable interests, such as historical uses and modern trusts.
- Nonpossesory interests, such as easements, servitudes, and liens.
- Dower, curtesy, and spousal shares.
- Modern RAP reforms, such as wait-and-see.
- Priority among conflicting transfers and the effects of recording acts.
- Involuntary transfers, such as adverse possession.

And formalizing property law is just one small corner of what programming languages have to offer. Legal scholars Paul Ohm and Houman Shadab have argued that writing programs can be a form of legal scholarship. Sometimes the best program for the job will be an interpreter for a new legal programming language. Just as legal scholars use the tools of critical


129 TAXMAN, supra note 20, at 839.

130 Ohm, supra note 49; Shadab, supra note 49.
race theory and economic theory to illuminate law, they can use the tools of programming-language theory too. Law and linguistics is an established subfield; law and programming linguistics could be one, too. Most legal scholars will not work with programming languages, but some of them should. If they can learn to perform regressions and run collocation queries, they can write context-free grammars and operational semantics.

To quote the computer scientist Donald Knuth, “Science is what we understand well enough to explain to a computer. Art is everything else we do.” For centuries, future interests have been an arcane art. Now they are a science.


**Orlando Reference**

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{conveyance} & \Rightarrow \text{owner conveys grant} \\
\text{grant} & \Rightarrow \text{to person quantum} \\
\text{grant} & \Rightarrow \text{grant limitation} \\
\text{grant} & \Rightarrow \text{if condition grant} \\
\text{grant} & \Rightarrow \text{if condition grant otherwise grant} \\
\text{grant} & \Rightarrow \text{grant but if condition grant} \\
\text{grant} & \Rightarrow \text{grant but if condition ... reenter} \\
\text{grant} & \Rightarrow \text{grant then grant} \\
\text{grant} & \Rightarrow (\text{grant}) \\
\text{quantum} & \Rightarrow \epsilon \\
\text{quantum} & \Rightarrow \text{and pronoun heirs} \\
\text{quantum} & \Rightarrow \text{and the heirs of pronoun body} \\
\text{quantum} & \Rightarrow \text{for life} \\
\text{quantum} & \Rightarrow \text{for the life of person} \\
\text{quantum} & \Rightarrow \text{for } n \text{ years} \\
\text{limitation} & \Rightarrow \text{while condition} \\
\text{limitation} & \Rightarrow \text{until condition} \\
\text{person} & \Rightarrow 0|A|B|C| ... |Alice|Bob| ... \\
\text{pronoun} & \Rightarrow \text{her|h|hir|their|zir| ...}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 30: Conveyance grammar
\[
\text{[owner conveys grant]}(t) = \\
t([\text{[grant]}_{\text{owner}} \rightarrow \text{to owner}) / \text{to owner}]
\]

\[
\text{[to person true]}_o = \text{to person} \\
\text{[to person quantum]}_o = \text{to person while \[q\text{uantum}\]_\text{person} \\
\text{[grant limitation]}_o = \text{[grant]}_o \text{while \[limitation\]} \\
\text{[if condition grant]}_o = \text{if \[condition\] then \[grant\]_o else \perp} \\
\text{[if condition grant}_1 \text{otherwise grant}_2]_o = \\
\text{if \[condition\] then \[grant}_1]_o \text{else \[grant}_2]_o \\
\text{[grant but if condition grant}_2]_o = \\
((\text{[grant}_1]_o \rightarrow \text{to p}) \text{while \[condition\]}_o) \rightarrow \text{[grant}_2]_o \\
\text{[grant but if condition ... reenter]}_o = \\
((\text{[grant}_1]_o \text{while \[condition\]}_o \text{and o does not reenter}) \rightarrow \text{to o} \\
\text{[grant then grant}_2]_o = \text{[grant}_1]_o \rightarrow \text{[grant}_2]_o \\
\text{[(grant)]}_o = \text{[grant]}_o
\]

\[
\text{[c]}_p = \text{true} \\
\text{[and ... heirs]}_p = \text{true} \\
\text{[and the heirs ... body]}_p = \text{p has issue} \\
\text{[for life]}_p = \text{p is alive} \\
\text{[for the life of q]}_p = \text{q is alive} \\
\text{[for n years]}_p = \text{n years have not yet passed}
\]

\[
\text{[while condition]} = \text{[condition]} \\
\text{[until condition]} = \text{[condition]}
\]

Figure 31: Translation function
\[
\begin{align*}
t & \Rightarrow \text{to } p \\
t & \Rightarrow \bot \\
t & \Rightarrow t_1 \text{ while } c \\
t & \Rightarrow \text{if } c \text{ then } t_1 \text{ else } t_2 \\
t & \Rightarrow t_1 \rightarrow t_2
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 32: Title tree grammar

\[
\begin{align*}
\delta(\text{to } p) & = \text{to } p \\
\delta(\bot) & = \bot \\
\delta(t \text{ while } c) & = \begin{cases} 
\delta(t) \text{ while } c & \text{ if } \models c \text{ and } \delta(t) \neq \bot \\
\bot & \text{ if } \not\models c \\
\bot & \text{ if } \delta(t) = \bot 
\end{cases} \\
\delta(\text{if } c \text{ then } t_1 \text{ else } t_2) & = \begin{cases} 
\delta(t_1) & \text{ if } \models c \\
\delta(t_2) & \text{ if } \not\models c 
\end{cases} \\
\delta(t_1 \rightarrow t_2) & = \begin{cases} 
\delta(t_1) \rightarrow t_2 & \text{ if } \delta(t_1) \neq \bot \\
\delta(t_2) & \text{ if } \delta(t_1) = \bot 
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 33: Update function